On January 1, 2018, recreational marijuana went into full effect. Be prepared for an increase in marijuana/cannabis influence and drugged driving incidents. Learn how to recognize the signs and symptoms of drug influence in the eight major drug categories, including marijuana/cannabis. Students will also receive an overview and update on Proposition 64, the Adult Use of Marijuana Act (AUMA).

**Drug Abuse Recognition (DAR)/Drugged Driving Investigations (DDI)**

POST Certified Plan IV 8790-20315  
STC Certified 0648-002020  

**September 22-24, 2020**  
Anaheim, CA

Originally developed over thirty years ago with a grant from OTS (Office of Traffic Safety), the CNOA DAR course consists of 24 hours of intensive training on the effects of abusing drugs in the eight major Drug Categories, including opiates, cannabis, alcohol, designer and prescription drugs. Through lecture, demonstration, practical exercises and testing, students will learn to identify the symptoms of persons suspected of being under the influence and driving while impaired. Over 10,000 California students have received CNOA DAR Training.

This is an excellent class for narcotic officers, traffic officers, patrol officers, probation officers and corrections officers.

**The cost of the Drug Abuse Recognition Course is $225.00**  
(Includes: Necessary workshop tools)  
For Registration Information go to: www.cnoaregionaltraining.org

Cancellations and request for refunds must be received 14 days prior to the start date of the class and will be charged a $35 cancellation fee. Credit towards future presentation or substitution of student is allowed. Cancellations after the (14) day period and “no show” will not be refunded.